Achievement Pack
A better way to record achievement
Key Features
The Achievement Pack is a personalised
record of achievement made by the participant
that is created online using a secure webbased solution developed by DG3.
Participants can record and create their
record of achievement within an easy to
navigate format that allows complete creative
freedom to the user. The software enables
users to upload a variety of media to record
their achievement, including text, photos and
movies. They can then opt to receive the
pack electronically, allowing them to share
their achievement with family and friends
around the world, as well as having the pack
professionally printed to showcase their
achievement personally, in a variety of finishes.

A unique way to keep those memories,
comments, pictures and achievements
alive forever
Supports multiple file formats for
photographs, letters, certificates,
comment and transcripts

Benefits
Cloud based approach: store on line
Simple and easy to navigate: we
have designed the system so that
anyone, including those with limited
computer experience, can easily use it

Lots of free space to write your own
comments, captions and reflections

Any time, any place, anywhere:
requires no specialist software so it
can be accessed from any computer

Every person will receive a free PDF
version of their Achievement Pack

Secure: uses the very latest internet
security devices

Achievement Pack

A Case in Point: Duke of Edinburgh Achievement Pack
DG3 was commissioned by the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme
to provide a secure and intelligent achievement book so that their
participants could have the freedom to personalise and record
their memories of participating on the programme. As the Duke of
Edinburgh participants are young, creative and highly computer
literate our solution had to reflect those traits. The result is a high
quality lasting memento allowing participants to record their
experiences through text, pictures and movies.
Once a young person has completed their Duke of Edinburgh
award they are able to create their Achievement Pack online and
then download it as a free e-version so they can showcase their
achievement with friends and family all over the world. They can
then have it professionally printed and bound in a variety of high
quality finishes enabling them to have a personalised hard copy of
their achievement. Apart from serving as a personal memento for
the participant, it can also be shown to future employees to make a
lasting impression in an interview and assist as proof of the award.

DG3 Group Services
DG3 is a leading global provider of print and communication
services with locations across four world regions and a
dedicated team working together.
We believe in making a difference and we do this with some of
the most discerning organisations every day, delivering superior
integrated communications solutions.
Our services include:
Creative and marketing services
Typesetting & document composition
Developing online management tools
In-house litho and advanced digital printing
Print binding and finishing services
Mailing, fulfilment and distribution
Document Process Outsourcing services

The format of the pack is a fitting testament to everything the
young people have learnt and achieved through taking part on
the scheme and as such the product was given the royal seal of
approval by HRH, The Earl of Wessex.
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